Do I need to turn on the Progress Dashboard?
No, the game play data is automatically saved each time a Cadet
plays and completes an activity. The progress dashboard will report
this data if the player is logged in with their unique agent
username. The progress dashboard is not available for those using
the “open_access” username.

Who can see a Cadet’s progress?
The Progress Dashboard can only be securely accessed by the
adult who activated the product key and agreed to the Privacy
Collection Statement for the Cadet playing SAS Digital HQ.
Additionally, a PDF report can be downloaded to share the Cadet’s
progress with another SAS Mentor (e.g. for parents sharing results
with their Cadet's clinician or teacher).

How do I download a full progress report?
Reports are downloaded for each level of the game individually.
You can download your latest level reports (one level or all) as
often as you would like to.

My Cadet has been playing activities but no progress is
showing in the dashboard. What does this mean?
Progress data will only show once a Cadet has completed an
activity. If the Cadet exits an activity before completing it then
that data won’t be saved. Please also ensure that the Cadet is
logged in under their unique agent username and not using the
“open_access” username.

My child’s SAS Mentor (clinician; teacher) activated the SAS
Product Key on my behalf. How can I access my child’s
progress?
Please speak to your SAS Mentor regarding accessing this
information. A PDF report can be downloaded to share the
Cadet’s progress with you.

Can a Cadet see their own Progress Dashboard?
The Progress Dashboard is designed for adult SAS Mentors and is
accessed through the adult’s account with the Social Skills Training
Institute. Cadets are given simple progress updates and
motivational prompts as they progress through the game. If it is
deemed appropriate to share the Progress Dashboard with a
Cadet, it is highly recommended that this is reviewed with the
support of an adult SAS mentor.
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